MARYLAND SIRE STAKES PRELIMINARY 2 YEAR OLD COLTS & GELDINGS 1st Leg - 1st Division

OFF TIME: 8:25 pm
Track - FT  Temp - 82°

19 - 13 - 14 - 12

1. C'MON BUZZ OFF
2. TIGER'S TOO GOOD
3. STEUBEN JOBEE
4. BLUEBIRD IDEAL
5. ONE BAD SHOT
6. BOOT LEG
7. SIMPLE MAN
8. FAST HUMBLE N KIND
9. DIXON BAY
10. RUSTY'S HOUDINI
11. FIFTYSHADESOFGREY
12. PINK TEACUPS
13. CELESTIAL STARZ
14. TINY TIARA
15. WHERE'S BARRY
16. BERZERKER

COPPER CLASS Horses with a TrackMaster Rating as of 8/11/18 of 4.94 or Less

OFF TIME: 10:51 pm
Track - FT  Temp - 82°

19 - 13 - 14 - 12

1. COPPER STRIKE
2. HEHEMANN
3. POCPORN MACHINE
4. ROCKETPEPPA
5. RHETORIC
6. BE THE BEST
7. ECHO'S ANNE
8. TROTT

MARYLAND SIRE STAKES PRELIMINARY 2 YEAR OLD COLTS & GELDINGS 1st Leg - 2nd Division

OFF TIME: 10:11 pm
Track - FT  Temp - 82°

19 - 13 - 14 - 12

1. SUN MATCH
2. LIVING BY Faith
3. MUSAR
4. Eazy Biscuit
5. SEA BARGE
6. MISS CONSTRUCTION
7. SEVEN PINN
8. ZACCHI
9. AMER
10. scrubbed - MUSCLE VILLAGE
11. scrubbed - MUSCLE VILLAGE

MARYLAND SIRE STAKES PRELIMINARY 2 YEAR OLD FILLIES 1st Leg - 2nd Division

OFF TIME: 11:11 pm
Track - FT  Temp - 82°

19 - 13 - 14 - 12

1. TRUST FUND BABY
2. LOVE THE GAME
3. TEM EYES
4. WYNFIELD ARIEL
5. SENOR DINERO
6. CRISTALS PISTOL
7. FECHT
8. RFR
9. scrubbed - MUSCLE VILLAGE
10. scrubbed - MUSCLE VILLAGE
11. glue - MUSCLE VILLAGE

MARYLAND SIRE STAKES PRELIMINARY 2 YEAR OLD FILLIES 1st Leg - 1st Division

OFF TIME: 8:44 pm
Track - FT  Temp - 82°

19 - 13 - 14 - 12

1. Glossy Baby
2. VEGAS ART
3. BIG INFUNDUS
4. Sherry De Wey
5. RUFFINO
6. Toms Tornado
7. Big Dupli Idaho
8. Look N Back

MARYLAND SIRE STAKES PRELIMINARY 2 YEAR OLD FILLIES 2nd Leg

OFF TIME: 12:01 pm
Track - FT  Temp - 82°

19 - 13 - 14 - 12

1. CTRL START ME UP
2. 1/2 MILE TROT
3. 1 MILE TROT
4. 1 1/16 MILES TROT
5. 7 FURLONGS